I. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we shall investigate what happens when a resonant (m, n) magnetic perturbation, with a given frequency s2, is applied to a tokamak plasma whose natural ( m, II ) mode frequency is significantly different to 51. Here, m is the poloidal mode number and n the toroidal mode number. There are three main types of experimental situation that are pertinent to this investigation:
( 1) In several tokamak experiments resonant magnetic perturbations have been deliberately applied using coils external to the plasma (for instance, PULSATOR, ' TOSCA, . Such perturbations are used to control and influence the internal magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) activity. Generally speaking this activity has a linite frequency, due to the combined effects of diamagnetic and E A B drifts, whilst the applied perturbations are either stationary or rotate at a much lower frequencies than those of the natural modes.Ie3
(2) The slight misalignment of the magnetic field coils that must inevitably occur in all tokamaks gives rise to a socalled "error field," which has small (but non-negligible) components resonant on all low mode-number rational surfaces in the plasma. Error fields are generally thought to be responsible for the ultimate mode locking of large magnetic islands that is often observed in experiments.4 Error fields are also thought to induce small permanent magnetic islands on all low mode-number rational surfaces. If these islands are wider than a typical linear layer width, as a naive calculation with no rotation effects would tend to indicate, then it is difficult to see how the results of linear layer theory could ever be applicable to experiments. Rotation effects are likely to be important in this situation, because error fields are static, whereas the plasma generally rotates under the influence of diamagnetic and E A B drifts.
( 3) The toroidal eigenmode for an (m, n ) tearing mode contains poloidal harmonics whose principle components are resonant on the (m 5 1, n) rational surfaces.' Thus, the presence of an island on the (m, n) rational surface gives rise, via toroidal coupling, to small magnetic perturbations resonant on neighboring rational surfaces. Naturally, these applied perturbations will rotate at the frequency of the (m, n) mode, which in general will be significantly different to those of the natural (m & 1, n) modes. (See Ref. 6 for a description of a simple linear theory of this phenomenon.) Toroidal coupling is interesting because it gives rise to modes that simultaneously reconnect magnetic flux at more than one rational surface.
In this paper we shall restrict ourselves to cylindrical geometry, which is a perfectly adequate framework for an analysis of the first two situations described above. Clearly, we cannot hope to deal with the third situation in such a geometry. We note, however, that the layer theory presented in Sets. II and III, together with the coupling theory of Ref. 5 for the "outer" ideal magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) solution, would provide a suitable framework to treat the toroida1 coupling problem.
We shall consider the interaction of resonant magnetic perturbations and rotating plasmas in both the linear and nonlinear regimes. Obviously, our linear results have only a very limited application to experiments. However, they have the advantage of being relatively clear-cut and, furthermore, provide a useful point of reference for the interpretation of our nonlinear results.
We shall mainly concentrate on the situation where the natural (m, n) plasma mode is stable, and so any reconnection that occurs at the (m, n) rational surface is entirely due to the externally applied magnetic perturbation. We call this situation "forced reconnection". Clearly, it would not be sensible to consider the case of a naturally unstable (m, n) mode in the linear regime, because of the absence of any effective saturation mechanism. In the nonlinear regime, however, it is possible to envisage a situation where the externally applied resonant perturbation interacts with apre-existing saturated magnetic island. Our nonlinear results are also applicable to this case, once the saturation mechanism (i.e., the quasilinear modification to the external A' due to finite island size)7 is taken into account.
We shall tackle the problem of the interaction of rotating plasmas with applied helical perturbations using both analytic and numerical techniques. In the next two sections the analytic results are derived, and then in Sec. IV simulations using an initial-value code are presented. The analytic results will be shown to be in good agreement with the numerical simulations, and provide physics insight into the observed behavior.
II. LINEAR THEORY OF FORCED RECONNECTION IN ROTATING PLASMAS

A. Introduction
The analysis used in this section is a direct extension of that employed by Hahm and Kulsrud,' who considered the linear theory of forced reconnection in a nonrotating plasma.
Consider a cylindrical plasma equilibrium of radius a and effective major radius R. We refer to this equilibrium using a standard right-handed set of cylindrical polar coordinates (r, 0, z), and define a effective toroidal angle c = z/2n-R. The perturbed magnetic field is written B, = V*A;,
(1) where @( r,B,<) is the perturbed magnetic flux. For an (m, n) mode resonant at r = r, inside the plasma, $ ( r,8,5) takes the form +(r)ei(me-n6) .
(2) Throughout the ideal MHD region the perturbed flux satisfies
where L(,,,, is the cylindrical Euler-Lagrange operator obtained by minimizing the ideal MHD quantity SW for an (m, n) mode.5 Appropriate boundary conditions are that g(r) is regular at r = 0, and $(a) = 0. The latter condition corresponds to the presence of a conducting wall at the edge of the plasma. Of course, more physically realistic boundary conditions, including effects such as vacuum regions immediately outside the plasma and resistive walls,' could be specified at this stage. We have chosen a close-fitting conducting wall merely to simplify the analysis. In general, the solution to Eq. (3) that satisfies the appropriate boundary conditions (referred to henceforth as &) has a gradient discontinuity at the rational surface r = r,, indicating the presence of an effective current sheet there. The magnitude of this current sheet is parametrized by which is also a measure of the amount of free-energy available to drive a reconnecting mode." The gradient discontinuity in the ideal solution is resolved by resistivity, which only becomes important in a thin layer centered on the rational surface. After solving for t,4( r) across the resistive layer it is possible to construct a quantity A (basically, the ratio of the coefficients of the two powerlaw asymptotic forms at the edge of the layer) " that must be set equal to A& in order that the layer solution match correctly onto the outer ideal MHD solution. In the linear regime, where perturbed layer quantities are assumed to have an e -io' time dependence, A is just a function of w and local equilibrium quantities.
The time-asymptotic steady-state solution
Suppose that the plasma boundary is subject to some externally applied perturbation such that the modified boundary lies at r=a+Se i( me -nE)e -Mt
It is assumed throughout this paper that Sz, the oscillation frequency of the applied perturbation, is much less than the AlfvCn transit frequency across the plasma, so that the outer ideal MHD solution is always in equilibrium with the boundary. It is further assumed that Sga, so that the outer solution is linear (we assume that this condition is satisfied even in the so-called "nonlinear" regime discussed later on in this paper). The modified boundary condition applicable at r = a is $(a) = [ (k*Bo)/k,]Se-'a'. (6) Here, k = (0, m/r, -n/R ) is the wave vector of the perturbation and B, is the equilibrium magnetic field. A suitable solution to Eq. (3), which satisfies the boundary condition (6)) can be constructed as follows: $(r,t> = YP(t)$ot,(r) + $,(r)e-"'.
(7) Here, 4o(r) = ?jo(r)/qo(rS), while Y(t) represents the amount of reconnected flux at the rational surface. The function Jl,(r) is a solution of (3), which is zero for r<r,, and satisfies the boundary condition $, = [ (k*B,)/kO ]S at r = a. The two contributions to $(r) are shown schematically in Fig. 1 . Equation (7) implies that the modified A' has the form A' = AA + [$; (rS)/Y(t)]e-'a'. (8) Recall, that to obtain the correct matching between the inner solution and the outer solution A' must be set equal to the quantity A(w) calculated from the layer. If, in addition, we wish to obtain a final steady state, it is necessary that Y(t) = Yeeia ' (i.e., o = a) , where VI is a constant. Thus, in the linear regime, Eq. ( 8) (7) 1. The function k,(r) is the normalized unperturbed (m, n) radial eigenfunction; its gradient discontinuity at the rational surface, Y= r,, is parametrized by the quantity A;;. The quantity Y represents the amount of reconnected flux at the rational surface. The function g,(r) is driven by the applied perturbation at the edge of the plasma, r = o.
as the time-asymptotic solution. Here,
is the amount of reconnected fiux driven by the applied perturbation in the absence of any current sheet at the rational surface.
C. The dynamic solution
Consider now the dynamic response of a layer to a perturbation of the boundary Se""'-"l'e -'nr applied at t = 0. Let &r,s) = f" dt e-%&r,t), Equations (7$,nd ( 11) yield (13) Now, in the linear regime, the Laplace transformed resistive layer equations have exactly the same form as the equations derived using an e -i'uz time dependence, provided that Y (t = 0) = 0 and with the quantity is substituted for w. Clearly, in order to properly match the layer and the outer ideal MHD solutions, A' in Eq. ( 13) must be set equal to A (is). Thus, Eq. ( 13 ) yields
of reconnection induced by an imposed perturbation of frequency Sz is calculated by substituting the dispersion relation (15) (with o = a) into Eq. (9). Note that for collisional layer dynamics, the requirement that the (m, n) mode be intrinsically stable implies a negative A;. where Y',(t) = Y,e-int and Ce is the Bromwich contour.
The final amount of reconnected flux, calculated in the Provided that all of the roots of A(&) = Ah lie on the leftmanner described above, in the limit where the diamagnetic hand side of the s plane [i.e., provided that the (m, n) mode frequencies w., and wei are both negligible, is given by is intrinsically stable] the t-r 00 limit of ( 14) is in agreement with Eq. (9).
D. The solution in the collisional regime
The derivation of the formulas (9) and ( 14) is completely independent of the nature of the resistive layer. However, in order to obtain any useful information from these formulas it is now necessary to assume a definite form for the layer solution. In this subsection, as an illustrative example, we consider the collisional layer dynamics of Ara et al.," corresponding to the simplest possible choice of layer physics that takes into account diamagnetic and E A B drifts.
A Tfte coflisional dispersion relation
It is demonstrated in Ref. 12 that the dispersion relation for a constant-& drift-tearing mode, derivable from a set of collisional layer equations in slab geometry, takes the form 
P = -iolrc, pu, = W*eT,+C, jLi = W*jTc.
(16) (See Refs. 10 and 13 for definitions of the terms "constant $" and "collisional".) Here, w' = o -k,u,, where ueq is the E A B velocity of the unperturbed plasma at the rational surface. In ( 16), tiLe is the local electron diamagnetic frequency, osi the local ion diamagnetic frequency, and 7c = S "'r, the typical reconnection time-scale of a drift-tearing mode. The quantity Sis the local magnetic Reynolds number, while 7N is the local hydromagnetic time scale, and r is a standard gamma function. (All of these quantities are fully defined in Ref. 12.) Note that Eq. ( 15) is only valid in the limit where the ion Larmor radius is much less than the resistive layer width. The constant-$ approximation holds provided that all frequencies in the local E A B frame (i.e., a ', w', o*, , etc. ) lie well below 7~ ', where r, = S "3rH is the typical lifetime of a resistively damped ideal eddy and, consequently, the typical time scale associated with a resistive internal kink mode.
In general, the expression (15) is multivalued. However, any ambiguity is removed by the requirement that all cuts lie in the left-hand side of thep plane. (If this were not the case the Fourier transform solution would not be the time-asymptotic limit of the Laplace transform solution.) Another requirement is that arg(A) -0 when ,u is real, positive, and much greater in magnitude than 1,~~ j and 1~~ 1.
2. The colfisionai time-asympto tic steady-s ta te so f&ion
In the constant-$, collisional regime, the final amount 
pu, = f.l'r,.
Here,
is the Doppler-shifted oscillation frequency of the applied perturbation as seen in a frame moving with the local equilibrium E A B velocity at the rational surface. Figure 2 shows the magnitude and phase of 'P/V! E, calculated in accordance with Eq. ( 17), for R = 1. It can be seen that if the Dopplershifted perturbation frequency is significantly greater than the linear damping rate of the unforced reconnecting mode, Iy()yol -A -4'5/rc, then the final amount of reconnection is much less than that obtained in the absence of any rotation. Furthermore, a substantial phase shift is introduced between the induced perturbation at the rational surface and the applied perturbation on the boundary. Note that a small amount of rotation actually enhances reconnection slightly. The strong resonance at 0' = 0 occurs because at this frequency the applied magnetic perturbation moves with the local equilibrium fluid velocity at the rational surface.
The final amount of reconnection obtained when the diamagnetic frequencies are non-negligible is given by
(21) Figure 3 shows the magnitude and phase of Y/Y,, calculated in accordance with the above formula for the case where the typical diamagnetic frequencies are significantly greater than the reconnection rate (i.e., ]pe I, Ipi 1 s 1). It can be seen that there are now three very sharp resonances, at a = we,, 0, and wli, respectively. The widths of these resonances are of order the typical linear damping rates
Wel-a* /Q4'391YglwlYil-o* /Q4, cf. (22)] of the unforced electron, low-frequency, and ion modes, respectively.
In between the resonances, the amount of reconnection falls to a value of order l/Q, where
In the above, o+ is a typical diamagnetic frequency. In fact, a collisional resistive layer acts very much like a tuned oscillator, with a typical "Q-factor" (basically, a measure of the frequency selectivity) given by Eq. (22) . Note that the electron resonance is significantly wider than the other two resonances. The resonance at Cl' = oIi occurs because at this frequency the applied magnetic perturbation moves with the local velocity of the ion fluid at r = r,. Similarly, at s1: = w+ the perturbation moves with the local electron fluid velocity, and at 0' = 0 the perturbation moves with the local velocity of the particle guiding centers.
It is fairly clear from the above calculations that an externally applied (m, n) magnetic perturbation is only likely to induce a significant amount of reconnection at the mode rational surface if its frequency, (n, is close to one of the ) and phase (i.e., arg(Y/VV,)) of reconnection induced by a resonant magnetic perturbation, of frequency R, applied at the edge of a nondiamagnetic plasma. The quantity pC = fl'rC, where rC = S"'r,,, measures the relative rotation frequency of the plasma at the rational surface with respect to the applied signal. In the above diagram /z = 1 [cf. Eq. (19) ]. The amplitude of reconnection is strongly peaked at n' = 0, with a typical width (in 0') Iya( --/z 14'5/r,, where y0 is the linear damping rate of the unforced reconnecting mode.
unforced oscillation frequencies of the (m, n) mode-the typical width of any resonance is always of order the unforced linear damping rate.
The collisional dynamic solution
The dynamic response of a constant-$, collisional layer to an external magnetic perturbation applied suddenly at If the diamagnetic frequencies are negligible, we obtain Y(r) 1 s dp e (p+ &I7 1 Y,(r) =2rri
The contour integral in Eq. (23) can be decomposed into elements from the three poles (at pC = -&, and P* = e * i4fl'5 A -4'5, respectively) plus a contribution from the cut along thep = .@u axis (where u is real and positive), giving Figure 4 shows the amplitude and phase of Y (7)/P,(7), evaluated numerically from the above expression, for ,uC = 0, 5, and 50, with A = 1. For the "resonant" (in relative frequency) case,pu, = 0, expression (25) can be evaluated analytically in certain limits, giving Figure 4 and Eq, (26) imply that if a "resonant" (i.e., pE = 0) perturbation is applied to the plasma at t = 0, then the reconnection induced at the rational surface will increase rapidly on a time scale rQ = R 4'5~C, overshoot slightly, and settle down to an amount given by Eq. ( 17). [N.B. This resuit and expression (26) were first derived in Ref. 8, and are only described here for the sake of comparison.] Note that there is always zero phase shift between the perturbation at r = r,, and the imposed perturbation at the plasma edge. Note, also, that 70 = l/fro/, where y. is the linear damping rate of the unforced reconnecting mode. Figure 4 also shows that if a strongly "nonresonant" (i.e., 1,~~ 191) perturbation is applied to the plasma at t = 0, then the amount of reconnection induced at the rational surface performs relatively large amplitude oscillations at the imposed frequency, before settling down to some final value on a time-scale which is again TV. Note that the final amount of reconnection [again given by Eq. ( 17) ] is always sign& cantly less than that obtained from a completely "resonant" perturbation. Note, further, that in the "nonresonant" case a significant phase shift is set up, on a time scale TV, between the perturbation at the rational surface and the imposed perturbation at the edge. When the diamagnetic frequencies are non-negligible, Eqs. (14) and (15) ) and phase (i.e., arg{Y/YC}) of reconnection induced by a resonant magnetic perturbation of frequency R, applied at the edge of a nondiamagnetic plasma at t = 0. The quantity r = t /rC is the normalized time. Note that the typical time required to achieve a final steady state (Le., r,, = A ",rC ) is virtually independent of the relative rotation of the plasma. Figure 5 shows the amplitude of Y ( r)/YC (r), evaluated numerically from the above expression, for various values of c9ri, ,uC, with ,uu, = 5, ,U~ = -5, and R = 4. For the three "resonant" cases (pC = ,u,, 0, andpe, respectively) the dominant (i.e., nonoscillating) contributions to the expression (27) tsri, 
for the small-frequency resonance, and for the electron resonance. The various reconnection rates in At the ion and low-frequency resonances, however, the rate of reconnection is slowed down so drastically that it is unlikely that the system can ever attain full reconnection (i.e., \I, = VI, ) under realistic conditions. The results presented in Fig. 5 show good agreement with Eqs. (28)- ( 3 1 ), and are also consistent with the expression (21) in the time-asymptotic limit. The effects of bulk plasma rotation and diamagnetic rotation can now be compared and contrasted. Bulk plasma rotation acts so as to Doppler shift the natural mode frequencies of the resistive layer, thereby reducing the amount of reconnection induced by a (for the sake of argument) static externally applied magnetic perturbation, but it does not modify the rate at which such reconnection proceeds. Substantial diamagnetic flows, on the other hand, not only modify the resonant frequencies of the resistive layer, again reducing the reconnection induced by an external static perturbation, they also greatly (in some cases drastically) reduce the rate to which such reconnection proceeds.
E. Discussion
For Ohmically heated plasmas in modern tokamaks, the typical equilibrium toroidal rotation frequency &, -k,u, /2~) is generally comparable with the observed frequency Cfmhd ) of MHD activity. We note that equilibrium flow velocities in the presence of strong neutral beam injection (NBI) can become strongly sheared and comparable in magnitude with the sound speed. I4 Under these circumstances it is possible for MHD modes to couple to slow magneto-acoustic waves" -such behavior is, of course, completely beyond the scope of this paper.
For typical COMPASS-C3 parameters (S-106, rH -10 -' sec,fmhd -15 kHz), we find that e-1w ly,J/o. -10-3,
(y,,* I/w. -10 -*.
The above figures imply that, in modern-day tokamaks, the amount of reconnected flux induced by an externally applied resonant magnetic perturbation is likely to be reduced by about two orders of magnitude by rotation effects (this corresponds to a reduction in island size by an order of magnitude). Full reconnection (i.e., Y = VI,) can, however, be achieved close to the electron resonance (i.e., a' = we, ), but the relative width of this resonance (i.e., ]y, J/o* ) is fairly small. We note that the ion and low-frequency resonances are so narrow, and the reconnection rates associated with them so small, that they are likely to be completely unobservable.
Of course, the above results only hold in the linear regime, where the island size is much less than the linear layer width. In the next section we consider the extension of these results into the nonlinear regime.
Ill. NONLINEAR THEORY OF FORCED RECONNECTION IN ROTATING PLASMAS
A. Introduction
In the previous section we showed how the linear theory of forced reconnection in a rotating plasma can be constructed as a fairly straightforward extension of the linear theory presented in Ref. 8 for the case of a stationary plasma. Reference 8 also contains a nonlinear theory of forced reconnection, in which the island "width" w [defined in Eq. (39) ] is found to evolve in time according to the formula (33) (in our notation), where I, = 2.326, rR is the local resistive time-scale, and w, is the island "width" associated with the reconnected flux Y,. In this section, we shall generalize Eq. (33) to the case where the plasma is rotating.
The formula (33) was derived using the standard Rutherford theory16 for the evolution of a stationary, constant-+ magnetic island in slab geometry. In order to make any further progress we must now extend this theory to the case where the magnetic island propagates through the plasma with a substantial velocity (i.e., the case where the island has a real frequency o) 7; ' ). As is made clear in the following paragraph, this extension is by no means straightforward.
Consider the situation in the local E A B frame of the unperturbed plasma. The plasma inside the island can only leak across the separatrix on a comparatively slow resistive time scale. So, to a first approximation, it is forced to corotate with the island (at a velocity w/k, -u,, ). The plasma many island widths away from the separatrix is, of course, stationary (assuming that the island is thin, i.e., w/r, < l), but viscous coupling between the plasma inside and outside the separatrix tends to set up a sheared flow pattern in the immediate vicinity of the island. Now, the island and its associated flow pattern propagate through the plasma with a velocity that greatly exceeds the typical velocity with which plasma can flow across magnetic field lines under the influence of resistivity. It follows that, to a first approximation, the island flow must be governed by ideal MHD. Given this, plus the fact that the topology of the magnetic field lines changes abruptly at the island separatrix, it is inevitable that the topology of the flow pattern will also change abruptly at the separatrix. Note, however, that such abrupt changes in the flow will be strenuously resisted by viscosity, leading to the formation of a boundary layer on the separatrix. It turns out that the comparatively large gradients which exist in this boundary layer allow advective inertia, which is otherwise negligible, to play an important role in coupling the various flows inside and outside the separatrix. It can be seen, then, that the flow pattern set up around a propagating island is determined by a very complex interaction between the changing topology of the magnetic field, on the one hand, and the plasma viscosity and inertia, on the other. The ideal flows in the vicinity of the island induce circulatory currents which, depending on their phase, can give rise to a torque modifying the island frequency w, or a body force modifying the island width w.
There are, of course, plasma flows associated with the expansion of a (stationary) Rutherford island, but since this expansion takes place on a resistive time-scale, these flows are governed by resisfive MHD and are not, therefore, constrained by the change in topology of the magnetic field at the separatrix. In particular, there is no need for any viscous boundary layer to link the flows inside and outside the separatrix. (Note that there is, in fact, a boundary layer close to the X points, but this has no discernible effect on the island evolution)." It follows that the flows around a Rutherford island are not especially complicated (except in the vicinity of the X points) and no circulating currents are induced. In fact, these flows do not even have to be explicitly calculated in order to obtain Rutherford's island evolution equation.
Toward the end of this section, we obtain equations determining the time evolution of the island width, w, and frequency, o, as part of an extremely complex time-dependent system, which we shall make no attempt to solve in this paper. Fortunately, however, in the case offorced reconnection this system reduces, with the assumption of a steady-state flow pattern, to just a pair of equations determining the width and relative phase of the island. The equation for the island width evolution is similar to Eq. (33) t except that it contains a stabilizing rotation term which scales approximately like w -3.
B. Basic definitions
In cylindrical geometry the magnetic field is written B=B$tV(&, +$,)A% (34) where & is the unit symmetry axis. A low-beta, tokamak ordering is assumed, with B, $ B, and negligible poloidal currents. Consequently, B, can be treated as approximately constant. In Eq. (341, r,& is the equilibrium poloidal flux (assumed to be time-independent), and $, is the perturbed poloidal flux.
The electric field takes the form
where c is the velocity of light and 4 the electric potential. The same set of cylindrical coordinates is used as in Sec. II, however in the following it is generally convenient to transform to the right-handed set of flux-surface coordinates x, 8, and LJ, where ,ey = #4/&)x2 + $1 (36) is the helical flux and
is the helical angle. Here, 1, = (Rq2/rq'). is the magnetic shear length at the rational surface and p is the time-dependent phase of the perturbation, In the following, all quantities are assumed to be functions of x and c onIy-this is reasonable in cylindrical geometry. Note that B*VX=O and V{= k, where k is the wave vector of the perturbation. The rational surface, radius r,, is defined as the locus of k*B = 0, In the vicinity of the rational surface, k*B/B Ek,, --(k,/l, )x, where x = r -rs.
It is assumed that the magnetic perturbation is dominated by a single harmonic [i.e., the (m, n) harmonic] and lies in the so-called "constant-$" regime. Thus, the perturbed flux takes the form ?+b* = Y(t)cos g (38) with Y > 0. The single harmonic approximation is particularly appropriate to the problem of forced reconnection, where the A' of the driven harmonic becomes positive whilst the A's of all the other harmonics remain negative. A necessary condition for the validity of the constant-+ approximation is that the fractional change in the perturbed poloidal flux across the island, S$,/$,, should be fairly small From the definition of A',this implies S+,/$, -(w/r, ) (A'r, ) 4 1, which is clearly valid for thin islands provided A't; is not excessively large. We note that in the initial stages of forced reconnection, which generally lie in the linear regime, A'r, can become extremely large, but by the time the system enters the nonlinear regime A'r, has usually dropped to fairly moderative vaIues that are consistent with the constant-$ approximation. Another requirement for the validity of the constant-$ approximation is that the resistive skin diffusion rate across the island should be much larger than any oscillation/evolution rate: l6 this implies the rather restrictive condition (wrR ) Q (r,/~)~.
It is convenient to define the island "width" w as foilows:
I .? (33) In fact, the "true" width (i.e., the maximum width of the region of reconnected flux) is 2@ times w. Note again that the island is assumed to be thin-i.e., w < r, . It is useful to define a scaled radial flux coordinate
where x = awx, ff = sgn(x), x= (cl -cosf)"2.
(41) The island separatrix lies at fi = 1 and the 0 point at s-k== -1.
C. The Nonlinear island equations
The following simple set of collisional nonlinear island equations can be derived from the Braginskii" two-fluid equations:
Here, Vt, is the parallel electrical conductivity, vL is the coefficient of perpendicular ion viscosity, and v, = (B,2/4np)'" is the AlfvCn velocity. The local E A B velocity is written Yl = (c/B,)%AVrjs,. In the above, the electric potential is expanded +-des + 4,. where QI,-+ (@,/&)x for 1x1,~. We assume that d,/& -w/I; < 1 in the vicinity of the island. Here, 4es and (84, /Jr) are constants evaluated at r = r,.
The 
where E, = -(d&s /dr), and
Equations (46) follow from the usual definition of A'-i.e., that it is the jump in the logarithmic derivative of Jt, across the layer. 'O Equations (42) can be obtained from Eqs. ( l)- (4) of Scott and Hassam19 by neglecting all semicollisional and diamagnetic terms, and adding in a term describing the action of perpendicular ion viscosity. The more general equations of Biskamp2' also reduce to Eqs. (42) under similar circumstances, provided that the island is thin.
It is straightforward to show (e.g., by an examination of the relative orders of magnitude of the various terms in the equations of Scott and Hassam) that the neglect of semicollisional terms in Eqs. (42) is justified once the island width w greatly exceeds the scale length ps = ( T,m,/Z) " '(c/e& ). Electron diamagnetic effects become unimportant when the island size exceeds the scale lengthp, (1,/Z, ) (where Z, is the local density scale length), because beyond this critical island size ion sound waves can effectively iron out any pressure fluctuations around flux surfaces.2' There is, however, no justification in general for the neglect of ion diamagnetic effects in Eqs. (42), because of the strong viscous coupling expected between the ion fluid and the perturbed magnetic field. It follows, therefore, that our nonlinear island equations are only valid when ion diamagnetic effects are unimportant (e.g., if Ti < T, ). By analogy with the linear regime, where ion diamagnetic rotation was found to be similar in effect to E A B rotation (apart from a reduction in the rate of reconnection), we do not expect this restriction to qualitatively affect our nonlinear results. Note, finally, that all finite-Larmor-radius effects have been neglected in Eqs. (42). This is obviously reasonable provided that w$p,, wherep, is the ion Larmor radius.
The above considerations lead us to the conclusion that Eqs. (42) are valid in slab geometry provided that the constant-11, approximation holds and the following two inequalities are satisfied: 
D. Operators and derivatives Let a ke a Note that
Any general function f( sZ,{> can be written as a sum of flux-surface average and oscillating terms as follows: (59) that (60) Equations (54), (57), ( 59)) and (60) imply that inside the separatrix
Similarly, it can be shown that The normalized island boundary conditions can be written a-*(ketc,,)X asX-+co, 
is the E A B velocity of the unperturbed plasma at the rational surface. Let
where
(711 is the viscous diffusion rate across the island. The function Z'is (almost) the normalized electric potential in the frame of reference in which the island is stationary. The function g represents the resistive flows induced by island growth or shrinkage, and takes the form
The boundary conditions (67) imply that with LF + -0 asa+-*.
Equations (65) can be written
Equations (75b) (73 ) , (74)) and (76) that
and 3% -(gy%)
. (79) [Here, it has been assumed that w -(k, ueq ) --w* . ] Suppose the various frequencies and length scales in the system are ordered such that ($), %(I, 4(y), (z), 
(82) Here, o, is the viscous diffusion rate across length scales comparable with the minor radius and Tis the time normalized with respect to the viscous diffusion rate across the island. The first term in the square brackets on the right-hand side of ( 8 1) corresponds to ion polarization drift, the second to advective inertia, and the third to perpendicular ion viscosity. It follows from (47), (80), and the assumption of constant & that Eq. (8 1) is valid provided:
( 1) The island width is much greater than any microscopic scale length or typical linear layer width, but much less than any macroscopic scale length (e.g., the minor radius):
(2) The ions are cold:
T&T,.
(84) (3 ) The fractional change in the perturbed poloidal flux across the island is small (this is necessary for the validity of the constant-$ approximation) :
(w/r,)<l/(A'r,).
(4) The magnetic Reynolds number, S = rR /TV, of the plasma is large enough that resistive flows can be neglected with respect to E AB flows and viscous flows, but small enough to be fully consistent with the constant-$ approximation:
In the following, it is assumed that il < 1, so that from (8 1) inertia and viscosity are negligible to lowest order except in those regions where the local gradients become extremely large (i.e., in boundary layers).
F. The outer solution
The "outer" region, which comprises most of the plasma, is defined as that region in which inertia and viscosity can be neglected to lowest order. The "inner" region consists of a number of thin viscous boundary layers that are necessary in order to link up the flow in the various outer regions continuously.
On the assumption that all derivatives in fi and 6 are O( 1 ), the potential Z can be expanded as follows:
yielding
where & + and all its derivatives are continuous at the separatrix. Note that h-must be zero inside the separatrix by symmetry. The function F must be zero outside the separatrix because 0 (a,{) is not a periodic function of .$ for Sz > 1. The boundary conditions b-(1) =7(l) =F( 1) = 0 (90) ensure that Z',,, is continuous at the separatrix. Note, however, that in general the derivatives of XCo, are discontinuous at fi = 1. Such discontinuities are resolved by the presFt. Fitzpatrick and T. C. Henderence of a viscous boundary layer, of thickness (in a) /2, at the separatrix.
Equations (89) imply that the zero-order Sow in the outer region is described by three flux functions, Tf _ (a), ?(0) , and p(0), which correspond to three distinct types of motion. [N.B. There is, in fact, a fourth flux function, i; + (a), but this turns out to be much less important than the other three, so for the time being it will be neglected.] The flow patterns associated with the various flux functions are sketched in Fig. 6 . It can be seen that 5 _ corresponds to even (in x) flow around flux surfaces outside theseparatrix, whileycorresponds to circulation around flux surfaces inside the separatrix, and finally, Fcorresponds to a convection-cell type flow pattern inside the separatrix. Note that there are discontinuous jumps in v, *k at X = 0 in the convection-cell pattern-this occurs because (&WdX) t; #O at X = 0. Such unphysical behavior is averted by the presence of a thin viscous boundary layer at X = 0.
From Eqs. (73) and (74)) the boundary conditions satisfied by R,,, are
(91) It follows that since the potential 7; + is not driven by the external boundary conditions it will rapidly decay away under the action of perpendicular ion viscosity. It would, therefore, seem reasonable to take i+ =o (92) for all s1, As will become apparent Iater on,yand Fare driven, via the viscous boundary layer at the separatrix, by the external boundary condition on & _ . 
where use has been made of (89). If the following two consistency relations are satisfied:
for !2< 1, then it is easily shown that J-takes the form Note that the discontinuity in (dZ/Jx), at X = 0 has now thin viscous layer, centered on X = 0, which ensures that been eliminated, but there still remains a discontinuity in J,,, _ (o,fl,g) is a smoothly varying function at small X.
(a 3%/&3)E. This discontinuity, and other discontinuities Note that even in the absence of a viscous layer the consistenin the higher derivatives, can be eliminated by expanding to cy relations (96) ensure that the first-order odd current dishigher order in il. Note, however, that even the lowest-order tribution J, , ) _ ((~,a&) z 03~~) _ (a,{) is well-behaved at layer solution ( 103) is sufficient to eliminate the discontinsmall X. uity in Jo, _ discussed in Sec. III G 2. Equations (96) describe how the vorticities associated with circulatory flow and convection-cell-type flow inside the separatrix tend to decay away under the action of perpendicular ion viscosity. Both types of flow are ultimately maintained by the external boundary conditions, via the viscous boundary layer at R = 1.
It is clear from the above calculations that discontinuous flow at small X can be prevented by a thin viscous boundary layer, whose thickness (in Cn) is O(il *) well away from the X or 0 points. As an X or 0 point is approached, the thickness of the layer increases until eventually, at Sz-1-A20rQ+ l--R*[wherethethicknessis0(A)],the layer ceases to be a boundary layer at all, at which point the solution (103) breaks down. Note that H. The inner solution
The inner region consists of two boundary layers, the first at X = 0, and the second at R = 1, which are needed in order to link the flow patterns in the various outer regions continuously.
1. The behavior at small X Consider the behavior of the outer solution (89) at small X. It can easily be shown that
as X-0 (for g< 5-). Since Z,,, is an even function of r-7 inside the separatrix, it follows from Eq. ( 101) that (&?",,, /ax), cc a(az(,,, /ax), is discontinuous at X = 0. This discontinuity implies a sudden jump in v,-k at X = 0. Such behavior is clearly unphysical, and is averted by the presence of a viscous boundary layer close to X = 0, which acts so as to link the flow in the regions o> 0 and 0 < 0 together smoothly.
At small X, the vorticity evolution equation (8 1) can be written
where X = il 'y. The lowest-order solution of (102) that links up smoothly with the outer solution xc,,, has the form X(O), (o,r,fi) =?u2, + p-l)
as the X or 0 point is approached. It follows that 
The above boundary conditions ensure that the inner solution %cO,, links up smoothly with the outer solution RcO,.
Note that U and V have the symmetry of cos g, whereas W has the symmetry of sin 6. The functions U, V, and Wean be expanded as follows:
(109) n=O Equations (90) and (108) 
It follows from (81), (107), (108), and (109) that
where p = cos(g/2).
Partial differential equations can also be derived for the higher-order potentials ( U,,, , V,,, , etc. ), but these are generally far more complicated than Eq. 
where ' denotes d/dQ and Q,,(p) is a standard Legendre function. Note that close to the X points [i.e., g<O(/z "2) or g -2n<O(il I") ] the expansion underlying Eqs. ( 111) and ( 113) breaks down. It turns out that, to lowest order in [In(A)] -', only a knowledge of the asyrnptoric behavior of the inner potentials (Utn,, etc.) is required for the determination of the boundary conditions satisfied by the outer potentials (7; _ , etc.) at the separatrix. The specification of the boundary conditions to any higher accuracy would require a knowledge of the potentials U, , ), V, , ), and W, , ) across the whole of the inner region.
where q = 1 + R. It is clear from the above thaty( q -1) has the form 7w-1) =a, + a,q -k a2q In 4 + a3 In 4 (116) at small q, where a,, 3 are independent constants. At small q, the radial distance r, from the 0 point is of order q'/', and the circulation velocity v, is proportional to q"2(d~/dq). Clearly, the last asymptotic form in ( 116) is unphysical since it implies U, a: l/r,. Thus, the first boundary condition applied at the 0 point is a3 = 0.
(117) Consider, now, the asymptotic forms of V:P= 0 (118) in the limit fi -+ -1. It follows from the Appendix that ,t *". _ , V;F-+o.o7405 The time evolution of the flow pattern in the vicinity of the island is described by the set of vorticity diffusion equations (93 ) and (96). These equations form a system that is third order in the temporal variable T, and twelfth order in the spatial variable a. It follows that in order to uniquely specify the flow at all times after an initial time to, it is necessary to have three temporal boundary conditions valid for all fi at t = to, and 12 spatial boundary conditions valid for all t > to. The three temporal boundary conditions are just the initial valuesofR_ (fl),p(o), andF(R) at t= &,. The 12 spatial boundary conditions are not quite as obvious, and can be divided into three main groups.
( 1) Three boundary conditions applied in the limit as fi --+ -1 which ensure that the flow is well-behaved at the 0 point. (2) Six boundary conditions applied at St = 1 which ensure that the flow is well-behaved at the separatrix.
(3) Three boundary conditions applied in the limit R + 00 which ensure that the island solution matches smoothly onto the external solution.
at small q, where 6, -4 are independent constants. The last two asymptotic forms do not satisfy the necessary requirement ( 105b) for the flow pattern associated withF( a) to be reasonable in the vicinity of the 0 point. Thus, the final two boundary conditions applied at the 0 point are f. The boundary conditions at the 0 point b, = b4 = 0.
Boundary conditions at the 0 point are applied to Eqs. Note that the two acceptable asymptotic forms in ( 123) ap-(96) by requiring that only the physically acceptable asymppear to oscillate infinitely fast as q --. 0; this is not a problem, totic forms of the spatial diffusion operators are present for however, because when q-O( R ') the viscous boundary layall r>r,. (If the system is evolved from an initial steady state er at X = 0 becomes as wide as the circular flux-surfaces to a final steady state this requirement is perfectly reasonasurrounding the 0 point, thus the limiting form (123) is ble. ) only valid for q>O(& ').
The &oundaty conditions at the separatrix
Consider the asymptotic forms ofv: & _ = 0 in the limit R + 1. It follows from the Appendix that ,,n4,qz-* ( A^(d $ + &q)d3 +2c w 842 ) s-(1 +qj, 
Note that A^ (q) and z(q) only have a logarithmic dependence on q in the vicinity of q = 0. Assuming (as is reasonable) that the behavior of x _ (a) in the vicinity of fl = 1 is dominated by the asymptotic forms of the spatial diffusion operator v!, it follows from (125) and (126) 
at small q, where F( 1 ), P'( 1 ), etc. are independent constants. The first three boundary conditions applied at R = 1 come simply from the requirement that the electric potential (i.e., &") be continuous at the separatrix. Thus, from (89), ( 127), ( 128), and ( 13 1) it follows that I;-(1) =j-(1) = '(l) =o (132) [cf. Eq. (90)].
Equations (107), (log), (109), (127), (128), and (131) imply that 
close to the separatrix. The potentials v(n) and Fen, have the symmetry of cos 6, whereas the @( ") have the symmetry of sin <. 
After some manipulation the flux-surface average of Crx times the vorticity evolution equation ( 81) yields (136) close to the separatrix, where psx* 1 C+LA. w 2 a-
In the derivation of Eq. ( 136) use has been made of (62), ( 107) and the symmetry properties of U, Vand IV, Similarly, the flux-surface average of aE times ECq. ( 8 1) gives (138) where use has been made of (63). Next, the flux-surface average of (8 1) gives
=~~(~~*~))-~[~(~4~)+tnix2~))] +~[~(~~-~~)~:W)+jX(~~-awa)p:u)]~ ap a6 a6 a~
where use has been made of (57). Finally, the flux-surface average of 0 times (8 1) yields
where ' denotes d /aa, and use has been made of (6 1) , Now the boundary conditions applied at the separatrix must be such as to ensure that the ffow in the region 0, > 1 links up smoothly with the flow in the region Cl < 1. In particular, if the resistive skin diffusion rate across a layer of thickness ;E is much greater than any other real frequency in the system, i.e.; if (WTR 14 (r,/w)*( l//l 2, (141) (as is always likely to be the case if K < 1 ), then the even current distribution J + must have no "spike" at Jz = 1. In other words, the integral constraints (68) should not contain a contribution from what appears to be a sheet current on the separatrix. It is easily seen from the form of Eqs. (68)) plus that of the vorticity evolution equation (8 1 
where 1 )S);1. Equations (133), (134), (136), (138), and ( 142) can be combined to form the following two boundary conditions applicable at the separatrix: The boundary conditions must also ensure that the odd current distribution J-is well-behaved in the vicinity of the separatrix. In particular, in order to make sure that 2, ,) _ -0 as X-0, the left-hand side of Eq. ( 139) must be zero inside the viscous layer [it is obviously zero outside from Eqs. (97), (98), and symmetry]. The integral of ( 139) from R = 1 -S to Sz = 1 + S yields the final boundary condition applicable at the separatrix:
where sx (( a%, a aR,, a v2u > )I 7x---1 a6 ap (I) dp.
Note that, in general, the left-hand side of Eq. ( 140) is nonzero inside the viscous layer [again, it is obviously zero outside from Eqs. (97) and (98) 1. This is symptomatic of the fact that the expression for J,,, _ given in Eq. ( 100) is not well-defined inside the layer. It follows that there is no fourth boundary condition at the separatrix associated with the integral of Eq. (140) across the layer.
Equations (143) and (145) 
Equations ( 149) comprise the three external boundary conditions.
Equations (117), (124), (132), (143), (145), and ( 149) make up the 12 spatial boundary conditions applied to the system of vorticity diffusion equations (93) and (96).
J. Evaluation of the coupling coefficients
Equations ( 144) and ( 146) 
uvv= -@3(1 +A) +a.,,,,
a -0 uw-P (151e) where use has been made of the asymptotic properties of ~~l~t~~,~, and WC,,. The flux-surface average quantities Z3( a), A, (a), and A,. (R) are evaluated in the Appendix. The residual coupling coefficients auuc I ) , a vvc, ) , and awwCI ) are 0 [In (;1) I-' and depend on the exact behavior of ~~1~,~~1~, and @(,), respectively, in the inner region. Thus, without ever explicitly solving for D(, ), etc., we have obtained the values of the coupling coefficients accurate to 0 [ ln(il ) ] -', which is sufficient for our purposes.
K. Derivation of the island evolution equations
At this stage, the only remaining unknowns in the system are the time derivatives of the island width, w(t), and the island frequency, u(t). These are determined, via Eqs. (68), by the first-order current distribution induced by the zero-order flow potentials i7 _ ,x and z
Equations (81), (89), (92), and (93) (62) and (63) 
Making use of ( 5 1) , (75a), ( 82) 
J-l
Here, the A, (Cl), Di (Cl), and Ei (a) are flux-surface average quantities specified in the Appendix. Note that the boundary conditions (142) ensure that no surface terms from the separatrix appear in the above equations. Equation ( 156a) describes the time evolution of the island width w(t) in a fairly straightforward manner. The first term on the right-hand side is the usual Rutherford16 term, the second (which is generally stabilizing) comes ultimately from the inertia associated with the various flow patterns induced around the island due to its motion relative to the equilibrium plasma. (In fact, the plasma inertia manifests itself via perpendicular polarization currents, which are required to maintain force balance across flux surfaces. Now perpendicular currents can give rise to parallel currents via V*j = 0. It is these parallel currents that modify the poloidal field structure and, thus, affect the width of the island.) Equation ( 156b) describes the time evolution of the island frequency w(t) in a rather indirect way, through the time evolution of the integral I3 (t). Now, I3 depends on the flow potential z _ (R), which in turn depends on o through the boundary condition ( 149~). The second term in this equation comes from the viscous drag exerted on the propagating island by the plasma, the third term is the usual nonlinear torque on the island due to external coil currents.22
The second term in Eq. ( 156b) describes the viscous drag exerted by the equilibrium plasma on the magnetic island. However, by Newton's third law of motion the magnetic island exerts an equal and opposite drag on the plasma. This drag tends to modify the equilibrium flow profile external to the island on a momentum confinement time scale 7-hf -0s -'. It follows that the quantity u,s, appearing in the boundary condition ( 149c), evolves at a typical rate w,, which is much slower than the evolution rate of the island frequency w, but possibly faster than that of the island width w. In the following, we neglect this effect for the sake of simplicity.
For the case of forced reconnection, the A' for the (m, n) mode is made up of two distinct components. The first component is the natural delta primed of the mode, A;, which is assumed to be negative. The second component is due to the resonant magnetic perturbation applied to the edge of the plasma, at the forcing frequency 0. Such a perturbation is most easily produced by allowing a current (I,, (158) where w, is the final island width obtained in a nonrotating plasma when the applied perturbation is completely resonant in frequency (i.e., when 0 = 0). Note that w, = I? to a good approximation.
L. The time-asymptotic steady-state solution
We have shown that the time evolution of the system is determined by the set of vorticity diffusion equations (93) and (96)) subject to the (nonlinear) spatial boundary conditions (117), (124), (132), (143), (145), and (149), plus the two integral constraints ( 156). These equations comprise a rigorous theory for the interaction of resonant magnetic perturbations with rotating plasmas in cylindrical geometry. Unfortunately, in the full time-dependent problem the evolution of the island parameters w and o, which is usually all that we wish to calculate, cannot be effectively decoupled from that of the flow pattern. Thus, in general, the only way to gain any useful information from the theory set out above is to solve a twelfth-order diffusion problem subject to nonlinear boundary conditions, and two rather complicated integral constraints. Fortunately, however, if we now restrict our attention to the time-asymptotic steadystate solution (assuming, of course, that such a solution exists) then the problem simplifies considerably.
It is clear from Eqs. (156) and (158) that a necessary condition for the flow pattern to be steady is p=fir+Ap, o&% = a. dt ' (159) i.e. the island must rotate at the forcing frequency 0, but may have a nonzero phase shift Ag, with respect to the applied perturbation at the edge of the plasma. (This type of behavior is similar to that obtained in Sec. II for the linear regime. There, in the final state, the induced perturbation at the rational surface was always found to rotate at the frequency CR, but in general had a nonzero phase shift.)
where 0' = St -keuq is the Doppler-shifted forcing frequency seen in a frame rotating with the E A B velocity of the unperturbed plasma at the rational surface. ItfollowsfronmEqs. (93), (148), (i49),and (160),that in a steady state h(n) satisfies p4j;=o 1
for a> 1, subject to the boundary condition iz(r12)+20+~"2 asfi-c0.
The value of the unknown parameter 2, is determined by the application of the boundary condition j;(l) =o (163) [cc Eq. ( 132) Finally, in a steady state F( fI) satisfies is+= 0 L (167) for 0g 1, subject to the boundary condition 
[cf. Eqs. (132), an$( 16(l)], where^F( 1) and?'( 1) areobtained by matching F(a) to the power-law expansion ( 13 1) in the vicinity of the !eparatrfix. Figure 7 shows h(a), f( fz), and ^F( a), calculated in accordance with the scheme set out above. It can be seen that for a steadynstate the potential.& ti ) has a particularly simple form, withfa (0 -1) in the region R< 1. This corresponds to a circulation velocity around flux surfaces inside the separatrix, which is everywhere proportional to V( k*B/k). FIG. 7 . The normalized steady-state potentials h(O), T(n), and ^F(fl), evaluated in accorda?ce with the scheme set out toward-the beginning of Sec. III L, Note thatf(Ck) isjust a straight line (i.e.,f",/ '", etc. are zero).
In a steady state the nonlinear boundary conditions ( 143) imply
CY= -(Qft') (r,hJm (170d) p= 3Jz (
where use has been made of Eqs. ( 15 1) . The function I (A) is plotted in Fig. 8 . The + signs in Eqs. ( 170a) and ( 170b) correspond to two, otherwise physically indistinguishable, mirror-image flow patterns inside the separatrix. It can be shown, however, that when a small amount of equilibrium velocity shear is introduced into the problem, the state where the circulation around ff ux surfaces inside the separatrix upposes the imposed velocity shear gives rise to a slightly larger island than the state where the circulation enhances the equilibrium shear. Under normal circumstances we would expect the former to be the preferred state. Equation ( 170~) only has a physically acceptable (i.e., real and positive) solution when r(A)a* <$
If the above inequality is violated then Eqs. ( 143) imply that (8 /aZJx '-( 1) must be nonzero. Clearly, under these circumstances the assumption of a steady state is untenable. Note from Fig satisfied by increasing the layer width relative to the island width (i.e., by increasing A). In a steady state the island evolution equations ( 156) 
I yw = 64 s ;,' (~$2 + Ej'"? +-E.@
The d/dt term in Eq. (172a), which should strictly be dropped in a steady state, is retained merely to allow us to distinguish between stable and unstable solutions. Equation (172a), which is the generalization of I$. (33) for the case of a rotating plasma, describes how the inertia of even flow outside the separatrix (parametrized by the integral I,,), and convection-cell type flow inside the separatrix (parametrized by the integral I,,), both tend to stabilize a magnetic island which does not corotate with the local equilibrium plasma. The stabilizing effect increases with the square of the relative velocity of the island with respect to the local equilibrium plasma, but decreases as the cube of the island width. Note that in a steady state, flow circulating around flux surfaces inside the separatrix has no stabilizing effect on the island. Equation ( 172b) describes how the viscous coupling between the island and the local equilibrium ion fluid gives rise to a phase shift between the island and the applied perturbation at the edge of the plasma. The integral I, parametrizes the viscous drag on the island due to the sheared ion flow outside the separatrix; this drag tends to shift the phase of the island toward the local equilibrium EAB frame which, in the absence of any ion diamagnetic effects, is identical to the frame of the local equilibrium ion fluid. The integral I,, parametrizes the drag on the island due to the inertial interaction of circulatory and convection-cell flows inside the separatrix; this drag tends to shift the phase of the island away from the local E A B frame, but is much smaller in magnitude than the external drag. The nonlinear torque exerted on the island by the external coil currents increases as the cube of the island width and naturally tends to oppose the setting up of any nonzero phase shift; this accounts for the strong inverse dependence of Ap on w apparent in Eq. (172b). It is also clear from this equation that the viscous drag is proportional to the relative velocity of the island with respect to the local equilibrium ion fluid, and inversely proportional to the momentum confinement time scale TM -0s -'. If the viscous drag on the island is weak [i.e., if the magnitude of the right-hand side of ( 172b) is much less than unity] then the phase shift is small. However, as the drag is increased (e.g., by a reduction in the momentum confinement time scale, a decrease in the island width, or an increase in the relative velocity of the island) a gradually increasing phase shift is set up. Naturally, the maximum possible phase shift that can be achieved is r/2. Once the viscous drag exceeds the critical value required to set up this phase shift [i.e., the magnitude of the right-hand side of (172b) becomes greater than unity] the frequency of the magnetic island starts to be dragged toward that of the local E A B frame (i.e., J/R' becomes less than unity). Under these circumstances the assumption of a steady state becomes untenable.
Equations ( The parameter &, is a measure of the relative velocity of the magnetic island with respect to the local equilibrium plasma. The parameter f, is a measure of the viscous drag exerted by the plasma on the island. Note that co and 5, only have a fairly weak dependence on the island width through the w dependence of ( a2/zNL ) . The roots of ( 174a) can be calculated numerically. In the limit where rotation effects are negligible (i.e., <a < 1) there are two equilibrium solutions; the first, denoted W, , has W, = 1 (corresponding to full reconnection) with zero associated phase shift, and is stable; the second, denoted W-, has W--0, with a 5-/2 associated phase shift, and is unstable. As rotation effects gradually become more important [i.e., as cII -U( 1) ] the stable root W, decreases monotonically from unity, while its associated phase shift increases monotonically from zero. Similarly, the unstable root W-increases monotonically from zero, while its associated phase shift decreases monotonically from rr/2. Eventually, at a critical value of the rotation parameter denoted (5, ),a, * the two roots coalesce. There are nobsteady-state solutions whatsoever for fo > (lo ),,, , so the value of W, atk = (L)max7 denoted ( W, ) min, is the minimum value of W achievable in a steady state at the particular S, under consideration. Likewise, the phase shift of the stable solution at l0 = ( ca ),,, , denoted ( Ap),,, , is the maximumachievable phase shift at that c,, . Table I shows values of W, , W-, and the associated phase shifts, calculated for various values of co, with 5, = 1.0, and illustrates the behavior described in the preceding paragraph. Table II shows values of (cn )max, ( W, )min, and (Aq),,,, calculated for various values of 6,. It can be seen that as the viscous drag on the island increases (i.e., as 5" increases) the maximum value of go that is compatible with a steady state decreases, while the minimum allowable value of W, and the maximum allowable phase shift, both increase. Note that there are no stable steady-state solutions for which the island size w is less than 0.5774 of its TABLE I. Steady-state solutions of the island evolution equations [ Eqs. ( 174) ] calculated for <v = 1.0. Here, W, and W_ are the normalized island widths (unity being equivalent to full reconnection) associated with the stable and unstable solutions, respectively. The quantities hq,, and Ap are island phase shitts associated with the two solutions. As the rotation parameter &r is increased the two solutions gradually approach one another, until at a critical value [ (c,, ) ,,,** ] they coalesce. There are no steady-state solutions for <It > (&r ),,, . Table II . Note that Wcrii is always less than ( W, )min. This implies that, for any given <,., there is a range of island widths, separating the steady-state from the non-steadystate solutions, which is inaccessible to the system. The upper limit of this forbidden range lies at ( W, ) mln, while the lower limit lies somewhere below WC,,, .
Suppose now that the system parameters (i.e., a, f, ) are varied adiabatically in such a manner as to increase co from a value just below the threshold value (cn ),,,, to a value just above it. It is clear from the above discussion that as go exceeds its threshold value the nature of the island solution will change discontinuously from a steady state to a nonsteady state. This discontinuous behavior will be characterized by a sudden drop in the island width W, from a value ( W, )min to a value somewhat below WC,,, . Table II implies that at relatively low viscosity ( fY < 1) the drop in Wis quite dramatic, but is fairly moderate at higher values of the viscosity (6" -I ). Note that even at very high values of the viscosity (5; $1) the drop in Wis non-negligible. Naturally, if the system parameters are varied in such a manner as to decrease cn from a value just above the threshold (go )-, to a value just below it, we would expect a sudden rise in the island width.
A comparison of Eq. (17Oc) and the definition of cy indicates that at relatively low viscosity (5,. 4 1) the flow inside the separatrix is predominantly circulation around tlux surfaces (i.e., a Q 1 ), but at higher values of the viscosity [l,, -0( 1) ] convection-cell type flow becomes significant [i.e., a -0( 1) 1. Note from Eq. ( 17 1) that, under certain circumstances [i.e., T(il) > 01, there may be a moderate upper limit on the value ofcy which is compatible with a steady state.
M. Discussion
We have derived a rigorous theory (in cylindrical geometry) describing the interaction of a moderate to large magnetic island, in a rotating plasma, with an externally applied resonant magnetic perturbation. This theory is particularly well suited to the interpretation of data from magnetic feedback experiments on MHD modes, but is also capable of shedding light on the eventual locking of such modes onto residual error fields. The equations determining the general time-dependent situation are extremely complex because, in this case, it is necessary to follow the time evolution of the flow pattern surrounding the propagating magnetic island in tandem with that of the island width and phase. The complete solution of these equations would be a very time consuming task, and would inevitably entail the writing of a large and sophisticated computer code. We hope to present the full solution at some future date, but, for the moment, we concentrate on a relatively simple (but still interesting) situation that can be dealt with analytically.
Suppose a resonant (m, n) magnetic perturbation, oscillating at some constant frequency a, is applied to the edge of a tokamak plasma. This situation is particularly relevant to those MHD feedback experiments where the coils are external to the vacuum vessel. In fact, in such experiments the applied signal is usually static (i.e., R = 0) .lP3 After allowing a sufficient time for transients to die away, we would generally expect to observe a steady magnetic island on the (m, n) rational surface, rotating at the applied frequency s1. Our theory enables us to calculate the properties of such islands (i.e., their width, and phase relative to that of the applied signal) in a fairly straightforward manner (see Sec. III L). It turns out that there are only two important parameters; firstly, <n -( 0'~~ >*/( w,/r* ) 3, which measures the relative importance of rotation, and, secondly, f,-l/ [ (fl'r,)(w,/r,)*], which measures the relative importance of ion perpendicular viscosity. Here, R' is the Dopplershifted applied frequency as seen in the local equilibrium E A B frame at the mode rational surface (radius r, ), w, is the final island width that the applied signal would give rise to in the absence of rotation effects (N.B., w, a Ii", where 1, is the coil current), ~~ is the local hydromagnetic time scale, and r.M is the local momentum confinement time scale. At small values of the rotation and viscosity [i.e., gn, <,, ( 1 ] the final island is fully reconnected (i.e., w = w, ) with zero phase shift. If the viscosity is non-negligible [i.e., cr -0( 1) 1, the phase of the magnetic island is dragged somewhat in the direction of the local E A B frame, giving rise to a phase shift relative to the applied signal. This phase shift increases monotonically with increasing fY. [Note, however, from Table II , that the phase shift never exceeds about 40", even at very high viscosity (i.e., c,, B 1). ] As rotation gradually becomes significant [i.e., {$I -0( 1) ] the final magnetic island is stabilized and only partially reconnects (i.e., w < w,). Note that, at constant c,, the island phase shift increases monotonically with increasing cn. It turns out that there exists a threshold cJ~, beyond which it is impossible to find a steady-state island solution; this threshold is <a -0( 1) at low viscosity, but tends to be much less than unity at high viscosity (see Table II ). As the rotation threshold is exceeded there is a sudden transition to a final nonsteady island (such islands, characteristically, do not rotate at the applied frequency Sz), accompanied by a sudden drop in the final island width. At low viscosity, this drop in the island width is quite substantial (e.g., an order of magnitude). If rotation is dominant (i.e., <II 3 1 ), then the system will not be able to achieve a final steady state; we conjecture, by analogy with the linear results presented in Sec. II, that in this situation reconnection will be very strongly inhibited (i.e., wdw,).
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section we present numerical simulations relating to the penetration of an m = 2, n = 1 applied helical field into a rotating plasma. These results will be shown to confirm the analytic predictions made in the preceding sections.
For the purpose of these simulations the following set of simple reduced MHD equations23 is used: 
with U = V: @, JC = VT $, V, = V@ X f, and E, a constant electric field. In these equations the magnetic field is normalized to the constant toroidal magnetic field ( Bj ), all lengths are normalized to the minor radius (a), and time is normalized to the poloidal AlfvCn time r,, = R G/B<. Here, p0 is the mass density, which is assumed to be uniform for the sake of simplicity. Note that the normalized magnetic field takes the form B = I; -(a/R)V$x 6. The quantity 17 is the parallel electrical resistivity normalized with respect to the value on the magnetic axis ( vO), Y = vl Q-~ /a2 is the normalized coefficient of perpendicular viscosity, and S, = T,,/T~ is the magnetic Reynolds number (as defined for these numerical calculations), with r1 = 4~a2/c2~,. Diamagnetic effects have been neglected in Eqs. (176) and (177) for the sake of simplicity. It can easily be demonstrated that the above equations reduce to Eqs. (42) in the vicinity of the (m, n) mode rational surface.
When appropriate, an initial poloidal velocity profile is introduced by setting
with U,, = V: Q,,, . From Eq. (177) it can be seen that the viscosity acts so as to relax the equilibrium velocity back to this initial profile. For the (m, n) harmonic, the magnetic flux boundary condition applied at the outer boundary (r = ) is
Equation (179) is consistent with the presence of helical sheet currents ie, n on the plasma boundary [representing the external conductor(s) 1, with an infinite vacuum region beyond. For the calculations presented here only the m = 2, IZ = 1 component of 1, is nonzero, so we shall omit the m, n subscript from now on. When appropriate, a real frequency SL, is applied to the "coils," this being completely equivalent to a uniform rigid toroidal rotation of the plasma with angular frequency -f12,.
Equations ( 176) and ( 177) and the associated boundary conditions are discretized with a finite difference representation in the radial (r) direction, and a Fourier representation in the poloidal (6') and toroidal ([) angles. Since rotational effects are included, both sine and cosine terms are required in these Fourier series. The temporal differencing is a semi-implicit scheme with the resistive and viscous terms included implicitly. 24 We start by comparing the linear predictions of Sec. II with simulation results. For this comparison we use the profile q(r) = 0.65( 1 + 3?), with S,, = 4x 10' and Y = 0. The equilibrium is found to be tearing stable with A,,, = -1.05. In this case, the relative rotation between the coils and plasma is achieved by rigid toroidal rotation of the plasma (R, # 0). The reconnected flux as a function of the plasma rotation, calculated from linear m = 2, n = 1 simulations, is compared with the analytic result [ Eq. ( 17) ] in Fig. 9 . Considering the relatively low S, (a restriction due to the long reconnection times), the agreement between numerical and analytic results is reasonably good.
We have also reproduced the main effects predicted by the nonlinear analytic theory. Figure 10 n = 1 island width evolution, from nonlinear single helicity (m/n = 2) simulations, for two currents (Z, = 2 X 10 -3 and 4 x1O'-3).
Here SV = 105, v = 10 -',q( r) = 0.7( 1 + 2.75?), and an equilibrium poloidal flow Cp, = 3 x 10 -* is used (with Q2, = 0). The equilibrium is again tearing stable with AZ,, = -0.71. From Fig. 10 it can be seen that the lower current case (1, = 2~ lo-') does not reach a steady state, whereas the higher current case (1, = 4 x 10 -3, certainly does. This is precisely the behavior described in Sec. III L, where a threshold requirement for a steady-state solution is analytically predicted. In fact, for the parameters used in this simulation (Fig. 10 ) the analytic theory predicts a critical coil current for steady-state solutions in the range 1, = 31Fx 10 -3 with an associated critical island width W= 2@w-10% (of the minor radius), which is in good agreement with the simulations. Comparison with nonlinear simulations for the case of zero equilibrium flow shows that the higher current case (1, = 4 X 10 -3, reaches essentially full reconnection, whereas the lower current case (1, = 2 X 10 -3, only reaches -44% reconnection. Thus, there is significant suppression of magnetic tearing when a steady state is not attained. Calculations for intermediate currents (1, ) indicate a threshold for steady state 1, -3 x 10 -3. In the vicinity of this threshold relatively small changes in the current (1, = 3 X 10 -3 to 4 X 10 -3, are observed to cause fairly large changes in the final island width ( W-7.5% to 19%). This sharp threshold corresponds to the point at which torque from the helical coils is sufficient to bring the equilibrium (m = n = 0) poloidal flow to rest. Figure 11 shows the final equilibrium poloidal velocity profiles corresponding to the cases shown in Fig. 10 . It can be seen in the higher current case (1, = 4x 10 -3, that the average poloidal flow is essentially zero within the island, whereas in the non-steady-state case (1, = 2 x 10 -3, the average velocity is only slightly reduced. We interpret these observations as follows: in the first case, the final rotation frequency of the magnetic island is identical with that of the externally applied coil current (i.e., zero), whereas in the 
V. CONCLUSIONS
In the preceding sections we have carried out a detailed investigation into the interaction of plasma rotation and magnetic reconnection in tokamaks. In the process, we have had to develop theories describing the penetration of a helical magnetic perturbation into a rotating plasma in both the linear and nonlinear regimes. The linear theory (see Sec. II) is a fairly straightforward extension of previously published work.R On the other hand, the nonlinear theory (see Sec. III) is quite novel, and is described briefly in the following paragraph.
We find that outside the island separatrix the plasma is constrained to flow around the perturbed magnetic flux surfaces, whereas inside the separatrix the flow is made up of a combination of circulation around flux surfaces and a convection-cell type pattern [cf. Eq. (89) and Fig. 61 . The flow in the vicinity ofthe island is ultimately driven by the relative motion of the island with respect to the local equilibrium plasma. We obtain vorticity evolution equations describing the viscous decay of the various permitted flow patterns [ Eqs. (93) and (96) 1. It turns out that a thin viscous boundary layer is required to link the flow smoothly on either side of the island separatrix. We obtain expressions describing the couplings of the various different types of flow at the separatrix due to the action of advective inertia in this layer [ Eqs. ( 143) and ( 145) faces to yield the equations governing the time evolution of the island width and frequency [ Eqs. ( 156) 1. In addition to the usual Rutherford16 term our island width evolution equation contains a stabilizing term due ultimately to the inertia of the plasma flow patterns set up around the propagating island. This term is proportional to the square of the relative velocity of the island with respect to the local equilibrium plasma, and inversely proportional to the cube of the island width. The island frequency is found to depend on the relative strengths of the nonlinear torque due to currents flowing in external conductors, which attempts to make the island rotate at the imposed frequency, and the viscous coupling with the plasma, which attempts to make the island corotate with the local equilibrium flow.
The nonlinear theory outlined above is capable of modeling magnetic feedback stabilization, mode locking by error fields, and, ultimately, toroidal coupling of islands of neighboring rational surfaces. These are all topics of considerable interest to experimentalists. As an illustrative example, in Sec. III L, we use the theory to predict the properties of the final steady-state island induced when a helical magnetic perturbation is applied to a tearing-stable tokamak plasma equilibrium.
The major conclusion of our studies is that the levels of rotation (either diamagnetic or E A II) present in modernday tokamaks during Ohmic heating are quite sufficient to make rational magnetic flux surfaces highly resistant to externally induced tearing.
In the linear regime, the response of a rational magnetic surface to an imposed magnetic perturbation of the same helicity is found to be extremely frequency selective. In fact, unless the imposed frequency matches very closely to one of the natural mode frequencies, reconnection at the rational surface is suppressed by a large factor (cf. Sec. II E) .
In the nonlinear, regime we predict the suppression of islands propagating with respect to the local equilibrium plasma due to the inertia of the flow pattern set up around them. It is also clear, in addition, that if the island frequency is unable to "lock" onto the imposed frequency, then the induced island size will be substantially reduced. It is convenient to express the strength of the applied perturbation in terms of the (true) width ( WC = 2$w, ) of the induced is-land in a nonrotating plasma. Both analytic theory (Sec. III L) and numerical simulations (Sec. IV) predict the presence of a fairly clear-cut threshold for WC [ ( WC )crit, say], above which rotational suppression becomes ineffective and the island proceeds to full reconnection [i.e., W-+ WC, where W = 2&w is the (true) induced island width]. For WC below the threshold the rotational suppression of reconnection is generally quite marked [i.e., Wg WC 1. For the levels of viscosity typically present in modem-day tokamaks the transition from a rotationally suppressed to a fully reconnected island, as W, is increased, is generally accompanied by a transition from a nonlocked to a locked mode. We can obtain an estimate for ( WC )crit in the low viscosity limit (i.e., f, Q 1) using the following expression (cf. Sec. III M) :
(w,)..,-14.6[~,,0~,)*'~/( -A&)'/3]r,.
Here, fMHD is the typical frequency of MHD activity, 7H the local hydromagnetic time scale, and r, the radius of the rational surface. We end this paper by demonstrating how some recent magnetic feedback data from the COMPASS-C3 device can be interpreted in terms of rotation effects. The typical machine parameters for an Ohmically heated discharge are a=20 cm, r,-15 cm (m=2, n= l),&,-15 kHz, 7H -10 -' set, -106.
Let us first consider islands induced by stray error fields. In COMPASS-C the n = 1 field errors are observed to be GBB/i?, <5 X 10 -4. If we assume that say 10% of this field has m = 2 poloidal symmetry, then in a nonrotating plasma we might expect the field errors to drive a (2,l) island of width -2% of the minor radius. Note that such an island is significantly wider than the typical (2,l) linear layer width, which is about 0.5% of the minor radius. For the comparatively small islands induced by error fields the rotational suppression factor is of order the linear value calculated in Sec. II E (i.e., a factor of IO in island size). Thus, in COM-PASS-C we would expect the (2, 1) error field island to be rotationally suppressed down to a level where its width is comparable with, or possibly even significantly smaller than, the linear layer width. This is a particularly interesting result, since it implies that the oft-quoted argument that linear theory is invalidated by stray error fields in realistic experimental situations is probably incorrect. In fact, rotation effects ensure that rotational magnetic flux surfaces are highly resistant to tearing induced by field errors. We conclude, therefore, that there is no reason why linear theory should not be employed to predict the onset of instability in MHD modes.
In certain low-density COMPASS-C discharges a (2,l) mode saturated at a level W/a -5% is observed rotating at about 15 kHz. When a stationary (2, 1) magnetic perturbation of appropriate amplitude is applied to the edge of the plasma, via saddle coil external to the vacuum vessel, the frequency of the mode is observed to fall by 2-3 kHz while the amplitude simultaneously decays into the noisea Clearly, 15 kHz is the natural frequency of the (2, 1) mode. We expect an island rotating with this frequency to be stationary with respect to the local equilibrium plasma, and therefore to experience little or no rotational suppression. When the coil current is switched on the island experiences a torque that opposes its rotation. Naturally, the island slows down, but in doing so it has to propagate through the local equilibrium plasma and, therefore, starts to experience a rotational suppression force. It is easily demonstrated that the force associated with a frequency shift of a few kHz is adequate to significantly stabilize a 5% island.
Disruptions may be stimulated in COMPASS-C far from the usual operating boundaries if the current in the saddle coils is sufficiently high. In fact, a disruption almost invariably occurs when the coil current is raised to a level sufficient to induce a 15% (2, 1) island in a nonrotating plasma for qedge , ~3.~ (This is about twice the current required to stabilize a saturated rotating mode.) Now, our theory predicts that when the coil current exceeds a certain threshold, rotational suppression becomes negligible and the amount of reconnected flux (and therefore the island size) increases markedly. Associated with this sudden increase in the island width is a transformation from a nonlocked to a locked mode. From Eq. ( 180) we calculate that for a (2, 1) mode in COMPASS-C the threshold occurs when the coil current is capable of driving a -13% island. It seems quite plausible, then, that the observed disruption limit lies close to or slightly beyond the point at which rotational suppression of the (2, 1) mode is overcome and the island proceeds to full reconnection. Note, however, that the loss of resistive wall stabilization ofthe mode, due to mode locking, may also play a part in stimulating disruptions.25,2b
Using our nonlinear theory of propagating magnetic islands, we have been able to present a possible explanation as to why an applied resonant magnetic perturbation sometimes causes mode suppression in COMPASS-C, and sometimes leads to a disruption. We conjecture that the same sort of ideas can be used to explain the much earlier PULSA-TOR' and ATC27 observations.
In this paper, we have laid the groundwork for the study of the interaction of resonant magnetic perturbations with rotating plasmas, and demonstrated the great relevance of this topic to experiments. Possible extensions of our work might include the solution ofthe full time-dependent nonlinear problem, and the systematic inclusion of toroidal, resistive wall, and ion diamagnetic effects. It is also vitally important, if any further progress is to be made in this field, to gain a clear understanding of the mechanism that allows Ohmic plasmas to rotate in the absence of any obvious momentum input.
